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Abstract: Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II proteins bind peptide fragments derived from

pathogen antigens and present them at the cell surface for recognition by T cells. MHC proteins

are divided into Class I and Class II. Human MHC Class II alleles are grouped into three loci: HLA-
DP, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DR. They are involved in many autoimmune diseases. In contrast to HLA-DR

and HLA-DQ proteins, the X-ray structure of the HLA-DP2 protein has been solved quite recently.

In this study, we have used structure-based molecular dynamics simulation to derive a tool for
rapid and accurate virtual screening for the prediction of HLA-DP2-peptide binding. A

combinatorial library of 247 peptides was built using the ‘‘single amino acid substitution’’ approach

and docked into the HLA-DP2 binding site. The complexes were simulated for 1 ns and the short
range interaction energies (Lennard–Jones and Coulumb) were used as binding scores after

normalization. The normalized values were collected into quantitative matrices (QMs) and their

predictive abilities were validated on a large external test set. The validation shows that the best
performing QM consisted of Lennard–Jones energies normalized over all positions for anchor

residues only plus cross terms between anchor-residues.

Keywords: MHC class II proteins; peptide-MHC complex; molecular dynamics; MHC binding
prediction; HLA-DP2

Introduction

Bacterial antigens are endocytozed by specialized

host cells, such as B cells, macrophages, and dendri-

tic cells; proteolytically cleaved into oligopeptides in

endosomes; and then bind to major histocompatibil-

ity complex (MHC) class II proteins. The peptide-

MHC protein complexes are subsequently translo-

cated to the cell surface where they are recognized

by T-cell Receptors (TCRs) borne by CD4þ T cells.

Although many peptides are bound and presented

by MHCs, only a small subset of such peptides is

recognized by T cells. MHC-bound peptides that are

recognized by the TCR typically initiate a response

by the whole T cell: these peptides are referred to as

epitopes.

MHC is generally regarded as the most polymor-

phic protein in higher vertebrates, with more than

6400 sequences of Class I and Class II MHC mole-

cules listed in the April 2011 release of the IMGT/

HLA database.1 There are three human Class II

MHC loci: HLA-DP, HLA-DQ, and HLA-DR. At each

locus there are numerous different sequence var-

iants or alleles. These proteins have been associated

with many chronic inflammatory diseases,2 includ-

ing rheumatoid arthritis and Type 1 diabetes.

Many X-ray crystallographic structures are

available for both HLA-DQ and HLA-DR alleles.3–7

They show that the peptide binding site is composed

of two separate chains: a and b. The walls of the

binding site are formed by two anti-parallel helices
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and its floor from an eight-stranded b-sheet. Much

of the MHC polymorphism is concentrated in the

residues forming the binding site. The site is open at

both ends allowing peptides of many different

lengths to bind, even though only nine amino acids

actually occupy the site itself.

In contrast to HLA-DR and HLA-DQ, proteins

of the HLA-DP locus have not been studied exten-

sively, as they have been viewed as less important

than HLA-DR and HLA-DQ in mediating immune

responses. However, it is now known that HLA-DP

proteins contribute significantly to the risk of graft-

vs.-host disease,8 sarcoidosis,9 juvenile chronic ar-

thritis,10 Graves’ disease,11 hard metal lung dis-

ease,12 and especially, chronic beryllium disease.13

Quite recently, the X-ray structure of the HLA-

DP2 (DPA*0103, DPB1*0201) in complex with a self-

peptide derived from the HLA-DR a-chain has been

published.14 Thus HLA-DP is a MHC class II locus,

while HLA-DP2 is a MHC class II allele. Although

the gross structure of DP2 is very similar to that of

other MHC Class II proteins, a unique solvent-

exposed acidic pocket containing three glutamic

acids (Glu26b, Glu68b, and Glu69b) was revealed. This

pocket may be able to bind the beryllium ion and

present it to T cells, thus providing a mechanistic ex-

planation for chronic beryllium disease.14 X-ray data

also reveals the DP2 binding site consists of four

binding pockets: deep and hydrophobic p1 and p6

pockets; a large, shallow, negatively charged pocket

p4; and a deep, narrow, polar pocket p9.

The epitope is the immunological quantum: the

smallest structural moiety recognized by the

immune system. Identifying epitopes is crucial in

the proper development of reagents, diagnostics, and

vaccines, as well being vital to the proper dissection

of the immune response. However, despite continu-

ing technical advances, the experimental determina-

tion of epitopes remains problematic, being highly

resource intensive. It would thus be advantageous to

pursue a purely computational approach, yet there

are significant deficiencies in current binding predic-

tion methodologies. For properly evaluated Class I

MHC alleles, particularly HLA-A*0201, approaches

to the in silico prediction of MHC-peptide binding

are known to be effective.15,16 The prediction of all

other forms of immunological epitope data, both hu-

moral and cellular, is however seldom satisfactory.

Over the last few years, several comparative studies

have shown that the prediction of Class II T-cell epi-

topes is usually poor.17–19 There continues to be a

pressing need to identify effective new approaches to

MHC-peptide binding prediction, particularly for

Class II; molecular simulation has long offered the

prospect of being such an approach.

Atomistic simulation, as typified by molecular

dynamics (MD), can provide a scientifically rigorous

dynamic view of molecular behavior. Such simulation

provides a solid link between microscopic inter-mo-

lecular interactions and experimentally accessible

macroscopic quantities, including peptide-MHC bind-

ing affinities.20,21 MD simulation of MHC proteins

has been much reported. Simulations of empty MHC

proteins showed that the a-helical segments flanking

the peptide binding site make large amplitude move-

ments, including bending and kinking motions, and

undergo partial unfolding.22 Wan et al.23 showed

that when peptide-MHC protein complexes are being

simulated, the a3 and b2m domains, often excluded

for efficiency reasons, must not be neglected. Later,

they extended their work using large-scale MD simu-

lations to include a surrogate of the immune syn-

apse, consisting of a TCR-pMHC-CD4 complex in a

membrane environment.21 Rognan et al.24 studied

the binding of six different peptides to MHC I HLA-

B*2705 and found simulation can effectively differen-

tiate good from poor binders. On the basis of MD cal-

culations, Meng et al.25 proposed that the water mol-

ecules within the binding groove of HLA-A2 protein

play an important role in forming the peptide com-

plex. Omasits et al.26 simulated pMHC complexes

evaluating the initial conditions, system simplifica-

tion, solvation shell thickness, simulation duration,

and the appropriate combination of water model and

force field. They compared two peptide analogs with

different lengths, a 12mer and an 18mer, and found

they could explain the higher observed affinity of the

18mer by a loop-like structure formed by the addi-

tional N-terminal peptide flanking region.27 Toh

et al.28 suggested subtle conformational changes in

the TCR-binding sites of the DR4 molecule caused by

peptide mutations in solvent-exposed positions

induced TCR antagonistic activities.

MD simulation is very time-consuming even

using massive parallel supercomputing, yet as a

structure-based approach it is essentially independ-

ent of the availability of experimental peptide-affinity

data. It is thus appropriate for the exploration of the

specificity of peptide binding to new or poorly studied

MHC proteins. In the present study, we have sought

to apply MD simulation to derive easy-to-use quanti-

tative matrices (QM) which can be used for the pre-

dictive identification of HLA-DP2 binding peptides in

the virtual screening of new protein antigens.

A library of 247 modeled peptide-DP2 complexes

were simulated using molecular dynamics technol-

ogy in order to assess the contribution of each of the

20 naturally occurred amino acids at each of the

nine core binding positions and the four flanking

residues (two on both sides). The normalized binding

scores become coefficients within a rectangular (20

aa by 13 positions) quantitative matrix (QM). The

predictive ability of the QM was assessed using an

external test set of 457 known binders to DP2. The

comparison to existing servers for DP2 binding pre-

diction indicates that our MD-based QM (MD-QM)
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makes improved predictions. A more general aim of

the study was to benchmark progress in the use of

MD-based methodology in MHC-binding prediction,

and to evaluate the role of MD-based energies as

quantitative descriptors in the peptide binding

prediction.

Results

Energy for scoring the binding

20 HLA-DP2-peptide protein complexes were simu-

lated for 1 ns in a water box with sides 1 nm

extended around the complexes. Two types of short-

range energies were considered: Lennard-Jones (LJ-

SR), Coulomb (Coul-SR); as well as the sum of both.

The energies were recorded, normalized, and used

for prediction of the test set of known binders. Sensi-

tivities using the top 5% cut-off are given in Figure

1. It is evident that LJ-SR predicts better (35%)

than either Coul-SR (27%) or the sum of LJ-SR and

Coul-SR (27%).

Peptide position 4 (p4) is known to be involved

in strong electrostatic interactions with MHC bind-

ing pocket 4.14 We assumed that for this position

Coul-SR energies should be more predictive than LJ-

SR energies. However, the comparative study indi-

cated that even for this position, LJ-SR is more pre-

dictive than Coul-SR (34% vs. 26% sensitivity at the

top 5% cut-off). Subsequently, we considered only

LJ-SR energies as binding predictors.

Duration of MD simulations

To determine the appropriate length for subsequent

MD simulation, the X-ray structure of the HLA-

DP2-peptide complex was run for 50 ns: energies

were recorded every nanosecond and coordinates ev-

ery 10 ns. The resulting overlaid coordinates are

shown in Figure 2. It is clear that the binding core

of the peptide is stable, with time-dependent confor-

mational variation observed only in the flanking res-

idues at the C-terminus. The LJ-SR energy during

the simulation is also quite stable, fluctuating

between �508 kcal/mol and �402 kcal/mol [Fig.

3(a)]. Corresponding root-mean squared deviation

(RMSD) values are in the range of 0.2 nm [Fig.

3(b)]. Thus, a simulation time of 1 ns is long enough

to achieve equilibrium. All subsequent simulations

were run for 1 ns.

Size of the solvation box

To analyze the influence of the solvation box on the

predictive ability of subsequent MD simulations, the

Figure 1. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at 5%

threshold by Lennard–Jones (LJ), Coulomb (Coul) and sum

of both energies. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 2. Overlapped coordinates of the complex peptide-

DP2 protein written at 0th ns, 10th ns, 20th ns, 30th ns, and

50th ns of the simulation. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 3. LJ-SR energy (up) and RMSD of the peptide and

protein backbones (down) during the MD simulation. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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20 HLA-DP2-peptide complexes described above

were simulated initially for 1 ns in two water boxes:

one with sides of 1 nm and one with sides 2 nm lon-

ger then the outermost solute atoms in each direc-

tion. In these extended water boxes, no protein atom

is initially less than 10 Å from the exterior edge of

the box. The sensitivities using the top 5% cut-off

were 35% and 29% for 1 nm and 2 nm, respectively.

This indicates that simulations in the 1 nm extended

water box give better predictions than those in the 2

nm extended box. Subsequently, the HLA-DP2-pep-

tide complexes were simulated in a 1 nm extended

solvation box.

External validation

The predictive ability of the various MD-QMs was

validated using an external test set of 457 known

HLA-DP2 binders originating from 24 proteins.

These peptides were collected from the Immune Epi-

tope Database.29 Each protein was represented as a

set of overlapping nonamers and the predicted bind-

ing score of each nonamer was calculated as a sum

of the amino acid contributions at the nine peptide

positions. In the initial validation, we used MD-

QMnpp and MD-QMnap for 9mers derived as

described in Datasets and Methods. The peptides

originating from one protein were ranked according

to their binding score and the sensitivity at different

cut-offs was assessed. Sensitivity is the ratio of true

predicted binders to all binders in the test set at the

given cut-off. A known binder from the test set is

considered a true predicted binder if the predicted

nonamer sequence is part of the binder sequence.

Figure 4 gives the sensitivities of predictions by the

two MD-QMs at different cut-offs. MD-QMnap pre-

dicts slightly better than MD-QMnpp. It identifies

33% of the known binders at the top 5% threshold,

54% at the top 10%, 66% at the top 15%, 77% at the

top 20%, and 84% at the top 25%. MD-QMnap was

used in subsequent predictions.

We sought to improve the predictive ability of

MD-QMnap through the addition of cross terms.

Such cross terms should help account for any nonli-

nearity apparent in binding; our previous experience

strongly supports the assertion that adding cross

terms typically improves the accuracy of predic-

tion.30,31 Cross terms between adjacent amino acids

in the peptide were added to QMnap, slightly

increasing the sensitivities by 2-5% (Fig. 5).

Further, we inspected the influence of the pep-

tide anchor residues. Anchor positions are a rela-

tively crude yet widely used simplification of the

specificity of MHC-peptide interaction which identi-

fies certain positions within a bound peptide as

being essential to binding, usually by stipulating a

very limited set of amino acids at such positions.

The X-ray structure of peptide-DP2 complex

revealed four pockets within the binding groove posi-

tioned to accept the side chains of peptide positions

1, 4, 6, and 9.14 A MD-QMnap was constructed to

include only peptide anchor positions 1, 4, 6, and 9

(Fig. 6, middle bars). No significant improvement

was observed. However, when peptide position 7 was

added as an anchor, sensitivities increased by 3–5%

(Fig. 6, right bars). This result identifies position 7

as an important additional anchor position for DP2.

Combining anchors and adjacent anchor cross

terms further improved the predictive ability of

QMnap: sensitivities reached 38% at the top 5% cut-

off, 58% at the top 10% level, 71% at the top 15%

level, 82% with a top 20% cut-off, and 90% at the

top 25% threshold (Fig. 7).

Figure 4. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at five different thresholds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25%) by the two MD-QMs.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Finally, we examined the influence of the flank-

ing residues. Four flanking residues were considered:

two at both ends. The proteins from the test set were

represented as sets of overlapping 13mers and the

binding score of each 13mer was calculated using

the corresponding MD-QMnap for 13mers. Splitting

the proteins into overlapping 13mers significantly

reduces the sensitivity as the number of overlapping

13mer registers originating from a single binder will

decrease (Fig. 8). Two types of predictions were

compared in Figure 8. The left bars give the sensitiv-

ities calculated when only the binding core of nine

amino acids was considered (the central part of each

13mer) and the right bars show the sensitivities for

the whole 13mers (binding core þ flanking residues).

It is evident that the addition of flanking residues

does not improve the prediction.

Comparison to existing servers for HLA-DP2

binding prediction

To our knowledge, there are only two servers for

peptide HLA-DP2 binding prediction: NetMHCII32

and IEDB.29 Using our test set of 457 known bind-

ers, we compared the performance of these two serv-

ers to that of MD-QMnap (anchors þ cross terms).

The 24 proteins from the test set were split into

overlapping nonamers and the sensitivities at differ-

ent cut-offs were recorded (see Fig. 9). For peptide-

HLA-DP2 binding prediction, MD-QMnap appears to

Figure 5. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at five different thresholds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25%) by MD-QMnap and

MD-QMnapþcross terms. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at five different thresholds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25%) by MD-QMnap, MD-

QMnap anchors 1, 4, 6, and 9 and MD-QMnap anchors 1, 4, 6, 7, and 9. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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give a non-negligible improvement of around 10%

over the two existing servers.

Discussion

In this study, we have combined structure-based MD

simulation, with long-established QM methodology,

to derive an effective tool for the rapid and accurate

virtual screening for HLA-DP2-peptide binding pre-

diction. Using the recently published X-ray structure

of HLA-DP2, a combinatorial library of 247 peptides

was built using the ‘‘single amino acid substitution

(SAAS)’’ approach, and subsequently docked into the

HLA-DP2 binding site. The complexes were simu-

lated for 1 ns and the short range interaction ener-

gies (Lennard-Jones and Coulumb) were used to

derive normalized binding scores. The normalized

values were collected into MD-based QMs and their

predictive abilities were validated on a large exter-

nal test set. The validation of different QMs shows

that the MD-QM consisting of LJ-SR energies nor-

malized over all positions and including only anchor

residues and cross terms between anchor-residues

performed best.

Analysis of the best performing MD-QM indi-

cates the preferred and non-preferred amino acids at

each anchor position. The normalized values of the

20 naturally occurred amino acids at positions 1, 4,

6, 7, and 9 are given in Figure 10. Only four amino

acids have positive values at p1. These are Trp, Phe,

His, and Arg. The X-ray structure shows that the p1

pocket is deep and hydrophobic.14 It can accommo-

date all hydrophobic residues, including large

Figure 7. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at five different thresholds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25%) by MD-QMnap and

MD-QMnap anchors þ cross terms. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at five different thresholds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25%) by MD-QMnap

binding core and MD-QMnap binding core þ flanking residues for 13mers. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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aromatic amino acids, such as Phe, Trp, and Tyr.

Among the non-preferred amino acids are Ala, Gly,

Ser, and Thr, which are not able to fill the pocket

because of their short side chains.

The most preferred amino acids at position 4

are Phe and Trp, followed by Leu and His. The bind-

ing pocket p4 is large, shallow, and negatively

charged due to Glu26b, Glu68b, and Glu69b.14 It inter-

acts strongly with positively charged amino acids,

but hydrophobic residues are also well-accepted

here.

Only two amino acids are preferred at position

6: Phe and Met. The binding pocket p6 is deep and

hydrophobic like pocket p1.14 Short amino acids do

Figure 9. Sensitivities of the predictions calculated at five different thresholds (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25%) by different servers for

DP2 binding prediction. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 10. Normalized LJ-SR values of the 20 naturally occurred amino acids at positions 1, 4, 6, 7, and 9. [Color figure can

be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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not fill the pocket and are not preferred at this

position.

Position 7 (p7) lies tangentially to the binding

site and is considered as a secondary anchor position

for some MHC class II proteins.33–35 Originally, this

position was not considered as an anchor for DP2

binding14 but its inclusion as an anchors QM

improves the predictions. Hydrophobic amino acids,

such as Trp, Tyr, and Phe, are well tolerated at posi-

tion p7.

Binding pocket 9 (p9) accepts a wide variety of

preferred amino acids, including large aliphatic, po-

lar, or even charged residues.14 According to our MD

simulations, the most preferred residues are Phe,

Tyr, and Arg.

HLA-DP2 possesses a unique solvent-exposed,

acidic pocket formed between the bound peptide

backbone and the protein a-helix. It contains three

glutamic acids: Glu26b, Glu68b, and Glu69b. Addition-

ally, close to this acidic triad there is another glu-

tamic acid: Glu67b. The strong negative electrostatic

potential created by the four nominally negatively

charged residues, determines the amino acid prefer-

ences within the main part of the binding core, espe-

cially Positions 4 and 6. In the present study, elec-

trostatic energies were shown to be unreliable

binding predictors, possessing a lower predictive

ability than LJ-SR energies. Combination of both

types of interaction using the linear interaction

energy method36 did not improve the binding predic-

tion (data not shown). Berretta et al.37 arrived at a

similar conclusion after using the intermolecular

Coulombic and van der Waals energies to predict

binding in pockets 4 and 6 of HLA-DP2. They found

the most significant contribution to the total energy

came from the van der Waals interactions.

The simultaneous effect of preferred residues at

anchor positions was identified by using cross terms

between anchors. This improved the predictive accu-

racy of the model. However, the inclusion of terms

accounting for flanking residues decreased model

sensitivities slightly in comparison to these gener-

ated from the binding core alone.

In summary, when used as quantitative descrip-

tors of peptide-MHC interaction, MD-based LJ-SR

energies function are good predictors of binding. The

MD-QMs based on these descriptors should prove to

be a promising structural method for the virtual

screening of peptides binding to MHC proteins. It is

important to appreciate that even prediction methods

that seem highly predictive seldom ever perform as

well on novel data not included in training. All meth-

ods are or should be in a state of constant improve-

ment in terms of the accuracy of future predictions.

Our current paper should be seen as a staging post

in the on-going development of immunoinformatic

methods able to deal with the extraordinary surfeit

of information within the immune arena.

The approach described here is not dependent

on the extensive collation of peptide binding data,

only on a structural model of the protein. As such

models are indeed available for almost all MHCs

via homology modelling,35,38 virtual screening

should in turn prove to be a powerful and highly ef-

ficient in silico approach to the identification of

potentially immunogenic epitopes suitable for inclu-

sion in diagnostics, reagents, and poly-epitope vac-

cines. Our approach allows us to combine the speed

of QM approaches with that most desirable quality

of MD: that 100s of experimentally determined

binding measurements are not requitred, with all

the logistic benefits that affords. Instead MD gener-

ates such data de novo. As it is unlikely that all or

even a majority of human alleles will ever be rigor-

ously analyzed experimentally for peptide-binding

specificity, MD-based methods should become of

central importance for the future characterization

of epitopes.

Datasets and Methods

Input data

The X-ray crystallographic structure of HLA-DP2

(DPA*0103, DPB1*0201), in complex with a self-pep-

tide derived from the HLA-DR a-chain (pdb code:

3lqz), was used as the starting structure.14 The cova-

lently bound peptide was separated and defined as

chain C. Its backbone conformation was used as the

initial template for subsequent homology modelling.

The peptide consists of nine binding core positions

(FHYLPFLPS) and six flanking residues (RK at the N

terminal and TGGS at the C terminal). Of these, 13

positions were examined: nine binding core positions

and four flanking residues (two at each termini). A

library of 247 peptides (19 amino acids � 13 positions)

was built on the principle ‘‘single amino acid substitu-

tion (SAAS)’’ using PyMOL.39 The protonation state of

ionisable side chains within the binding site was

assigned to standard state (neutral for His, positively

charged for Arg and Lys, and negatively charged for

Asp and Glu). No water molecules were registered in

the X-ray structure. The entire peptide-MHC protein

complex was considered in the MD simulations, as it

has been previously demonstrated that the a3 and

b2m domains cannot be omitted.23

Molecular dynamics protocol

Simulations were undertaken using GROMACS

v.4.0.740 and the GROMOS96 53a6 force field.41 Com-

plexes were centred in a solvent box with sides which

were 1 nm or 2 nm longer than the outermost solute

atoms in each direction. Periodic boundary condi-

tions were applied. The box was filled with water

molecules and the negative charge of the complexes

was neutralized by counterions (Naþ). The system’s

potential energy was initially minimized using a
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steepest descent procedure with a step size of 0.01

kcal/mol. A position-restraints simulation was run

for 20 ps keeping the solute atoms in place and

allowing the solvent molecules and ions to relax into

their minimum potential energy positions. Finally,

the system was simulated for 1 ns with annealing

from 100 to 310 K and an integration step of 2 fs.

The protein and the ligand were defined as separate

groups and the short-range nonbonded interactions

(Coulombic and Lennard–Jones) between them were

accounted for up to a cut-off value of 1.4 nm. Electro-

static interactions were treated employing the parti-

cle mesh Ewald option.42 Simulations were run on

the IBM Blue Gene – P of the Bulgarian Supercom-

puting Centre. For a 1 ns simulation run an average

of 11 and 20 CPU hours were required for 1 nm and

2 nm extended solvation boxes, respectively.

MD calibration
MD simulations of the peptide-MHC complexes were

calibrated in terms of solvation box size, energies

used for scoring the binding, and the duration of MD

simulations. For this purpose, a small library of 20

HLA-DP2-peptide complexes was designed by ‘‘single

amino acid substitution (SAAS)’’ at peptide position 1

(p1). The peptides were modeled using the X-ray

structure of HLA-DP2 in complex with the peptide:

RKXHYLPFLPSTGGS, where X corresponds to pep-

tide position p1. The complexes were simulated for 1

nanosecond (ns) and the energies were recorded, nor-

malized, and used for prediction. The predictive abil-

ity was assessed making use of a test set and the pa-

rameter sensitivity with a top 5% cut-off.

Molecular dynamics-based quantitative

matrices (MD-QMs)
The LJ-SR energies derived from the MD simula-

tions were normalized using an average calculated

with a position-dependent basis (epithet: position-

per-position; acronym: npp) or corrected using an av-

erage calculated over all positions (acronym: nap).

Normalized energies were thus calculated using the

following formula:

Ei;norm ¼ Ei � E

Emax � Emin
;

where Ei is the average LJ-SR energy of the i-th

peptide over the simulation run, E is the average for

a given position (npp) or over all positions (nap),

Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum LJ-

SR energies, respectively, for a given position (npp)

or for all positions (nap).

Normalized energies were multiplied by (�1)

before being entered into the quantitative matrices

(MD-QMs). Thus, the positive values correspond to

preferred amino acids, and the negative ones to non-

preferred residues. Three MD-QMs were derived:

one based on npp and two based on nap (one for

9mers and one for 13mers). These matrices are given

in Supporting Information 1.

A cross term was defined as a product between

normalized energies of two peptide positions:

Eij ¼ Ei;norm � Ej;norm:

Cross terms account for any non-linearity of binding.

They were added into MD-QMs to improve their pre-

dictive ability. Thus for a nonameric peptide, with

cross terms, the total score would be given by:

Epeptide ¼
X9

i¼1

Eaa
i þ

X9

i¼1

Eaa
i Eaa

iþ1

where the aa superscript indicates that the E value

is extracted from the MD-QM on an amino acid ba-

sis, and the i subscript indicates that the E value is

also extracted on a position-wise basis.

Test set

A test set of 457 peptides known to bind HLA-DP2

was collected from the Immune Epitope Database29

in November 2010. The set comprised peptides of

different lengths originating from 24 foreign pro-

teins. Each protein was represented as a set of non-

amers overlapping by one. For each nonamer, a over-

all binding score was calculated by summing the

contributions made by all nine positions using the

MD-QMs. Peptides originating from one protein

were ranked according to their binding score and

the top scoring 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25% were selected

and compared to the known binders. If a nonamer

sequence was present in the sequence of known

binder, the predicted peptide was considered to be

true predicted binder. The ratio of true predicted

binders to all binders in the test set defined the sen-

sitivity of prediction at the given cut-off. In the case

of flanking residues, the procedure was the same

but the parent proteins were represented as a set of

overlapping 13mers. The test set used in this study

is given in Supporting Information 2.
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